Both thermovision and pyrometric measuring are widely used for the control of industrial process thermo modes, the technical service and diagnostics of equipment as well as the works on security and safety provision.
; 0 < ε(T,λ,ϕ,t) < 1; -90° ≤ ϕI ≤ 90°, where U0 and Uс -output signals of the pyrometric transformer proportional to the additive error of measurement and the radiant flux of the intermediate medium; k -index of viewing(coefficient depending on the distance) ; D0 -diameter of the optical system; kп -coefficient of transformation Sін -integrated sensitivity of the infrared sensor; Ri -the coefficient, the value of which depends on the change of the angle of viewing; ϕ -angle of radiation of the tested area of the surface; λ1-λ2 -spectral range of the infrared sensor; ε(Т,λ,t) -emissivity of the area of the surface; τс(λ,t) -transmittance of the intermediate medium; Ψ(λ) -apparatus function of the means of measurements; bт The influence of atmosphere on the temperature measurement resects is explored. The intervals of wave lengths which are supposed to be used for certain range temperature measurement are determined on the basis of the research of central values of atmosphere main component eradiation lengths (Table1). 
APPLICATIONS
The absorption of radiation at the atmosphere (the length waves 0,7µm ÷ 17 µm) is explore and the central meanings of wavelength, where the eradiation reach more than 50 % are defined. At the spectral ranges 3÷5µm and 8÷14µm many wavelength where absorption of radiation is 70-90 % exist. That is why it is necessary to use the narrow spectral ranges througth the presented meanings of the wavelength. It reduces the methodical error of the measurement ,caused by atmosphere absorption.
The exploration of dependence of a different materials' eradiation coefficient on temperature and wavelength is conducted ( fig.2) . The influence of difference of the eradiation properties of the real surface from blackbody on the methodical error of the measurement results is explored.
Fig 2. The methodical error of the temperature measurements caused by difference of the emissivity of the real surface and blackbody
As a result of pyrometry methods' analysis conducted in (3), it is shown that multispectral pyrometry methods enable us to increase the accuracy of temperature measurement in certain conditions. Therefore they are supposed to be used in the thermography.
The influence of background eradiation of different intensity on the results of temperature measurement is explored. The conditions of the possible ignorance of background eradiation are defined. As a result of given experiments, measurement result methodical error caused by the influence of considered factors is estimated.
Fig.3 The metodical error of the temperature measurements caused by influence of background radiation
The influence of the reflective background radiation and its polymultiple reflectivity of the measurement results is explored. The methodical error of the temperature measurement caused by these factors is estimated. (fig.3 end fig.4 ).
Fig.4 The methodical error of the temperature measurement caused by polymultiple reflectivity of background radiation
To reduce the methodical error from the influence of background radiation it is necessery to apply the following actions.
• To increase the emissivity of the measurement object; • To equalize the background radiation temperature with temperature of the measurement object; • To use a screen; • To reduce the influence of background radiation choosing the spectral range where the influence is minimum.
•
To use the differential methods of measurement. Thus wider implementation of pyrometry precision methods in thermographical measuring enables us to decrease measurement result error and to widen their functional facilities.
